
KEY BENEFITS

Adaptive Smart System for multiple tolling context, S*Gate is strongly 
based on artificial intelligence and machine learning technologies to 
reduce the number of electronic devices at field level, minimizing the 
occurrence of malfunctions and the need for local intervention, but 
reaching at the same time the highest level of accuracy in vehicle 
detection, classification and processing.

More than 25 years of tolling experience are crafted in S*Gate, mixed 
with the newest results of advanced research in video and motion 
analysis, big data collection, processing and correlation, and with cutting 
edge technology, to provide a suite of solutions that can truly achieve the 
performance that the market requires with a significant reduction of the 
total cost of ownership.

Less electronic in the field gives lower provision, 
installation and maintenance costs

Smarter backoffice work to analyze data and process 
tolls instead of spending hours to disambiguate 
misdetected data and correlate the information from 
multiple filed sources

Simplified configuration: “plug and toll” capabilities to 
make the system running smoother for a long time and 
reduce operational efforts

Make the most from cutting edge artificial intelligence 
and analytics tools to extract smarter KPIs from the 
data with less effort

LOWER COSTS SIMPLE CONFIGURATION

SMARTER BACKOFFICE ADVANCED ANALYTICS

Advanced Technology Solution for a smarter 

and safer mobility ecosystem
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A smart solution for 
any tolling context

Cutting edge 
technology
for optimal
performance

Lower
total cost

of ownership

Accuracy, reliability, 
fast processing and 

comprehensive
management
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Vehicle detection and motion tracking 
in all lighting conditions

Smart data storage to provide data security, extremely 
fast and reliable correlation to disambiguate transit 
data and speed-up the tolling process

Machine Learning neural network to get the 
most from collected data and push the 

backoffice work to a new level

Vehicle size, class, colour, manufacturer and 
other key parameters to difine its ‘fingerprint’

Automatic license plate number recognition with 
multiple OCR rngines on-camera and on edge computer

O C R  C A M E R A

CAMERAS

Fast, reliable and errorproof vehicle 
detection, tracking and classification 
with any lighting condition are the key 
factors to achieve the optimal results. 
The “eyes” of S*Gate are crafted from 
cutting edge video technology with 
multiple optics, multiple sensors and 
AI engines.

Image capture
and tracking

Vehicle detection
and classification

Data analysis, correlation and consolidation with Artificial Intelligence and 
Machine Learning Technologies, with continuously trained algorithms

artificial intelligence solution by:

MACHINE LEARNING

Artificial Intelligence is the way to 
push technology beyond its limits: 
several machine learning engines are 
embedded in S*Gate to provide the 
smarter approach to analyze the field 
data and make the most from them, 
reducing the backoffice processing 
effort.

EFC

Smart detection and tracking of the 
vehicle is paired with high efficiency in 
EFC tag recognition and data processing. 
Multiple standard are available, from 
European ISO 15509 and ETSI 200674-1 
to RFID ISO 18000 standards like TDM 
and others, all paying the maximum 
attention to security features.

Main Components

Transit Engine

TRACKED

TRACKED

Dynamic Vehicle Fingerprint Detection

Continuous Learning Process
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